
BBK - Emcee This 1.0 (OUT Monday July 28th!)

  

  

You don't want to miss this 14 track breakbeat BEHEMOTH coming out on Ravesta
Records!! Available Monday July 28th at http://beatport.com !
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http://beatport.com


BBK - Emcee This 1.0 (OUT Monday July 28th!)

BBK has become a fixture in the bass music scene over the last year, with a string of
features in top 100 tracks across several genres from electro house to glitch-hop,
however as his name suggests, he lives for breaks. On his first artist album he curates
remixes of some of his previous releases along with original work from some of the
genres finest producers including Karl Sav, OnDaMiKe , Seth Vogt, Josh Chambers, Alt
A, Chaos Theory, Sychosis, JDOUBLE, Timmy Teaze and Allen BreakZ .
Each track stands on its own and is able to showcase both the producers individual
sound, but also the single unifying factor BBKs voice. As an MC he not only has a great
cadence and sense of timing, he is also lyrically on point with a clear understanding of
how to create infectious hooks and party ready flows. The tracks range in sound from
the funk fueled Star Is Born Remix by OnDaMike to the 808 bass of Beatslappaz’ VIP to
the big room boom coming from Breaksmafia’s Karmalex. This is one hour of bass and
breaks to make your body move.

This is one album to add to the history books. All Break Every week Ravesta Records /
Ravesta.com

Contact us today @ info@ravesta.com
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